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In this paper, we introduce the joint project of the Museo Egizio (Turin), the University of Basel, and the University of Liège entitled “Crossing Boundaries: Understanding Complex Scribal Practices in Ancient Egypt”,
and provide a progress report for 2019. The project deals with Ramesside hieratic papyri of the Turin collection that stem from Deir el-Medina (c. 1350–1050 BCE), adopting a contextualised approach to this written
material. Crossing the boundaries between disciplines, we aim to shed light on the life of a particular category of complex documents, labelled “heterogeneous” papyri, i.e., papyri combining on a single support texts
(or drawings) belonging to different genres.
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1. Introduction

genres, such as accounts, poems, hymns and letters.

Many aspects of ancient Egyptian scribal culture are

This category of papyri has never been studied as a

still poorly understood. Earlier research mostly fo-

coherent whole; rather, individual papyri have been

cused on the contents of texts in order to reconstruct

used as convenient quarries for collecting additional

literary compositions, explain historical events, or

witnesses of literary texts or specific pieces of infor-

describe administrative and judicial customs. In

mation for thematic studies. They are, however, of

trying to overcome traditional epistemological and

primary importance for the study of the competence

methodological divides between disciplines such as

and performance of ancient scribes, both synchron-

archaeology, papyrology, palaeography, prosopogra-

ically and diachronically.

phy, and textual scholarship, the project “Crossing

“Crossing Boundaries” targets the rich papyrological

1

Boundaries” adopts an interdisciplinary approach

material that stems from the village of Deir el-Medi-

to written material. We are interested in the scrib-

na, which housed the families of the workmen who

al practices of the individual agents who produced

built the royal tombs in the Valley of the Kings and

texts and in the life history of a particular category

the Valley of the Queens during the New Kingdom

of complex documents, which we have labelled “het-

(c. 1350–1050 BCE). This highly literate community

erogeneous”; papyri, that is, on each of which are

produced an unparalleled quantity of texts and in-

assembled texts or drawings ascribable to different

scriptions, and is undoubtedly the best laboratory

1

to observe scribes at work in ancient Egypt. Build-

Institute for Oriental Archaeology in Cairo the sheer

ing on existing collaborations between the Museo

quantity of textual carriers (inter alia several thou-

Egizio (Turin) – which holds the most important

sand potsherds and limestone ostraca) prompted a

2

collection of papyri from this site –, the University

partition of the material between two Egyptologists,

of Basel, and the University of Liège, the five main

Jaroslav Černý and Georges Posener.7 The former

goals of this research project are to (1) identify and

was to publish the texts dealing with administra-

document the fragments of papyri in the Turin col-

tion and daily life, the latter the ostraca with literary,

lection; (2) join these fragments and provide a digital

magical, and religious compositions in the broader

reconstruction of the original documents; (3) study

sense. Born out of practical necessities, this partition

the variety of texts attested on each papyrus, assess

of the material quickly led to a disciplinary schism.

the number of scribal hands, and suggest individual

The administrative texts became the object of an in-

scenarios and generalisations concerning the his-

dependent branch of study, with foremost research

tory of these documents; (4) enrich the results with

centres like the universities of Leiden and Munich

data coming from other ancient Egyptian archives

focusing on the economic, social and political histo-

of “heterogeneous” papyri from Deir el-Medina; (5)

ry of the village and related prosopographical issues.

broaden the perspective by comparing, quantitative-

The literary texts, on the other hand, were mostly

ly and qualitatively, the data from Deir el-Medina

used for their content, i.e., they were often resorted

with complex scribal practices of other periods and

to as mere sources providing additional witnesses

places in ancient Egypt.

for reconstructing the original literary composition.8
Despite the fact that the same scribes were quite ob-

2. Project description

viously behind these different texts and genres (not

In this section, we provide background informa-

infrequently combined on the same papyrus), cross-

tion about contextualised approaches to writing in

ing the boundaries between the two realms became

the community of Deir el-Medina (§2.1.) and to the

an exception.

Ramesside papyrological material from the Museo

As such, the main goal of the present project is to

Egizio (§2.2.). This allows us to frame our research

study scribal practices in “heterogeneous” docu-

project on “heterogeneous” papyri (§2.3.) more pre-

ments (§2.3.) that blur the frontiers between these

cisely, and to detail our research plan (§2.4.).

two somewhat artificially created domains: the time
has come for a contextualised and interdisciplinary

2.1. Contextualised approaches
to Egyptian scribal practices:
The situation of Deir el-Medina

approach to this material that considers the documents in their entirety, sees them in relation to their
archaeological and social contexts,9 and envisions

The quantity of written material coming from Deir
3

the texts as productions of individual scribes to be

4

el-Medina is considerable for two main reasons:

interpreted both in relation to the other texts and

on the one hand, the high level of literacy of the

drawings on the same document and to the larger

members of this community (who produced a sig-

intertextual environment.10

nificant amount of texts),5 on the other hand, the ex-

Three main developments in the field support this

ceptional state of preservation of the material itself.

research orientation. Firstly, research on administra-

The village is indeed located in foothills, protected

tive scribal practices in Deir el-Medina11 has shown

from the Nile floods, and was abandoned sometime

the vast potential of a contextualised approach to

during the reign of Ramesses XI (c. 1100 BCE), when

writing taking into account the archaeological data,

the community moved away, mainly because work

the archival traditions, and the individual habits of

in the royal necropolis had stopped and the desert

scribes.12 Secondly, a few studies have advocated an

was not a safe place at the time.6

interdisciplinary view of the material left by the ne-

This unparalleled archaeological site was exposed to

cropolis workmen – taking a scribe13 or an archae-

looting for centuries, but when Bernard Bruyère be-

ological site14 as a point of departure – and offered

gan its systematic excavation in 1917 for the French

an entirely new perspective on old research topics.

2

Finally, literary scholars15 have shown the benefits

Some of the manuscripts are more or less complete,

of an interdisciplinary perspective integrating all di-

but numerous tiny hieratic fragments kept in folders

mensions of a document, from the very materiality

belong either to these ensembles or to other uniden-

16

tified texts. This material has been part of the mu-

of the text-bearing object

to the reconstructed sit-

seum collection for almost two centuries and is of

uation of performance.

significant historical importance, but has remained

2.2. The Ramesside papyrological material
from Deir el-Medina in the Museo Egizio

largely unpublished.
Since 2015, Egyptologists working on Ramesside hi-

The Ramesside papyrological material in the Museo

eratic manuscripts – Günter Burkard (Munich), Rob

Egizio is an obvious candidate for experiments in this

J. Demarée (Leiden), Andreas Dorn (Uppsala), Kath-

direction. Most of these papyri were acquired for the

rin Gabler (Basel), Maren Goecke-Bauer (Munich),

museum in 1824 by the king of Sardinia, purchas-

Fredrik Hagen (Copenhagen), Ben Haring (Leiden),

ing them from Bernardino Drovetti (1776–1852),

Stéphane Polis (Liège), Lutz Popko (Leipzig) and

the French consul in Egypt at the time, whose agents

Daniel Soliman (Leiden), with the full support of the

procured most of the antiquities for his collection

Museo Egizio – have laid the necessary groundwork

in western Thebes. Many of the Turin papyri men-

in order to make this collection available to a wider

tion matters regarding the construction of the royal

audience, which includes a first index of the papy-

tombs in the Valley of the Kings and the Valley of the

rus fragments, the creation and structuring of digi-

Queens. Based on such pieces of evidence internal to

tal data about papyrus manuscripts, pilot studies in

the texts, most of the manuscripts in Turin can be in-

palaeography and automatic handwriting analysis,

ferred to have belonged to the administration of the

as well as a study of literary fragments. This sup-

royal necropolis and very likely originate from the

ported the development of the Turin Papyrus Online

village of Deir el-Medina. In addition to the Drovetti

Platform (TPOP),21 which is managed and super-

collection, the excavations of the Museo Egizio led by

vised by Susanne Töpfer (Turin) since 2017 and is

Ernesto Schiaparelli (1856–1928) in Deir el-Medina

now available online: https://collezionepapiri.mus-

at the beginning of the twentieth century brought to

eoegizio.it/. This platform facilitates the work on the

light new papyri, which – based on joins that can be

Turin papyri, from the initial recording of fragments

posited between them and those collected by Drovet-

and their annotation with metadata to their online

17

publication. It is one of the two digital cornerstones

ti – confirm the latter’s provenance.

of the “Crossing Boundaries” project (see further un-

The Museo Egizio holds what is undoubtedly the
18

der §2.4.2.).

largest papyrus archive from pre-Hellenistic times.
19

The study of these papyri has been unflagging,

but

tive – about 9,000 fragments of Ramesside papyri,

2.3. “Heterogeneous” papyri: Definition
and examples

among which some 300 larger ensembles have al-

As stated above, the study object of the “Crossing

ready been identified by previous scholars, starting

Boundaries” project is the group of so-called “heter-

with the monumental publication of Pleyte and Ros-

ogeneous” papyri. This new label refers to a category

has also proved challenging from both a quantita-

20

si during the second part of the nineteenth century

of papyri combining texts and drawings of differ-

– and a qualitative point of view, since the material

ent types in a single manuscript. One can find, for

includes a significant amount of fragmentary ob-

example, a papyrus containing a copy of a letter to

jects. Many of these papyri are documents of par-

the authorities, a note about a judicial case, a hymn

amount historical importance: from administrative

to a pharaoh, and a drawing to be copied on a cof-

reports to judicial cases (e.g., necropolis and tem-

fin. Heterogeneous papyri should be carefully distin-

ple administration, judicial texts) and from literary

guished from another category, which is much bet-

compositions to religious, magical and ritual texts,

ter studied in Egyptological literature, the so-called

almost every domain of social life and knowledge

miscellanies.22 Both miscellanies and heterogeneous

of ancient Egypt is covered by the Turin collection.

papyri contain texts of different genres, but miscel-

3

Fig. 1: The Turin Papyrus Map, recto and verso (P. Turin Cat. 1879 + Cat.1969 + Cat.1899 + Cat. 2083/182 + Cat. 2082/174).
Photo by Federico Taverni/Museo Egizio.

lanies are creative compendia produced by individ-

document is equally rich and has not been properly

ual scribes and framed as epistolary teachings. As

published or studied so far, apart from the first two

such, they are basically synchronic compositions in

columns.25 Based on different criteria (prosopogra-

which the scribe exhibits his know-how and master-

phy, palaeography, and micro-history), Harrell and

ful hieratic hand (and they can obviously be part of

Brown26 suggested that the map and several texts on

heterogeneous documents, as illustrated by P. Turin

the verso might have been drawn and written by the

A and P. Turin B).

scribe Amennakhte (v).27 Recently, parallels on ost-

Heterogeneous papyri, on the other hand, are the re-

raca from Deir el-Medina28 – where the name of this

sult of the actual activities of one or several scribes,

scribe occurs –, as well as the certain reading of his

who made use of papyri in their daily life, some-

name and filiation in a lacunal context at the end of

times opportunistically. These papyri usually have a

the great hymn of Fragment H-I-J,29 have confirmed

long history of use that can span over decades, and

this hypothesis: Amennakhte (v) – perhaps with his

each of the textual or representational units can be

colleague, the scribe Hori30 – used this papyrus over

envisioned as a different witness, having its own

a period of at least 15 years for writing such diverse

distinctive features (text type, handwriting, content,

texts as hymns to the king, religious compositions,

layout, etc.), even if the texts regularly display the-

administrative accounts, copies of letters to the king

matic relationships.

and authorities, as well as drawings of gods and an-

For the sake of clarity, we will succinctly illustrate

imals. The precise chronology and purposes of these

the category of heterogeneous papyri with two ex-

texts have yet to be established, but there is no doubt

amples from Turin. Let us first consider the famous

that a detailed examination of this heterogeneous

Turin Papyrus Map, also known as the Goldmine

papyrus will enhance understanding of the scribal

Papyrus (Fig. 1, P. Turin Cat. 1879 + Cat.1969 +

habits in the community of Deir el-Medina during

Cat.1899 + Cat.2083/182 + Cat.2082/174 [https://

the mid-Twentieth Dynasty.

papyri.museoegizio.it/!10]). On the recto of this

Another interesting example of a heterogeneous pa-

document we find the oldest topographical and

pyrus is P. Geneva MAH 15274 + Turin CGT 54063

geological map in history (c. 1150 BCE), represent-

[https://papyri.museoegizio.it/!299].31 This docu-

ing a region of the Wadi Hammamat (in the East-

ment, nowadays split between Italian and Swiss lo-

ern Egyptian desert) where the Egyptians quarried

cations, bears seven columns of magical spells on its

blocks of greywacke (the famous bekhen-stone) and

recto and ends with a record about the chief of po-

23

extracted gold.

However, while the map attracted

the greater scholarly attention,

24

lice Montumose (I). On its verso, one or more scribes

the verso of the

wrote six columns about administrative matters in

4

Fig. 2: The workflow and work packages of the “Crossing Boundaries” project.

various years of the Twentieth Dynasty: regarding

ment, and the Witness (Fig. 2, dark grey). This gen-

the transfer of copper tools in year 6 of Ramesses

eral structure allows us to define five work packages

VI (chisels were needed on a regular basis for the

(Fig. 2, light grey) and to map already available elec-

construction of the royal tombs); about the arrival

tronic tools and resources (Fig. 2, orange).

of different scribes in year 3 (probably of the same
livery of goods. In the last column, one finds more

2.4.1. WP1: Restoration, digital acquisition
and encoding of papyri in TPOP

magical spells (against scorpion stings). The detailed

The goal of WP1 is to make available in a digital

chronology of these texts has also to be established,

format all the fragments of papyri of the Museo

but this case shows how very different topics could

Egizio that are relevant for the project and to doc-

find their way onto a single document over time. In-

ument them systematically with metadata. WP1 is

terestingly enough, some spells of this papyrus are

overseen by Susanne Töpfer (Turin) and facilitated

almost identical with the ones in P. Chester Beatty

by the Turin Papyrus Online Platform35 (TPOP, see

V and P. Leiden I 349 I, and indeed it can be argued

§2.2.). Most of the larger papyri were already stored

that this heterogeneous document once belonged to

digitally in TPOP before the project began in 2019,

king); and concerning judicial disputes and the de-

32

the so-called Chester Beatty archive,

first owned

by the famous scribe Qenhirkhopshef (i)

33

but thousands of smaller fragments were still kept

during

in cardboard folders. Since these smaller pieces are

the Nineteenth Dynasty, and subsequently enriched

of paramount importance for the subsequent recon-

and reused by generations of scribes of his family

struction of documents, WP1 includes: (1) the iden-

over dozens of years.

tification of the relevant (fragments of) papyri; (2)
their consolidation and restoration by a professional

2.4. Research plan

restorer; (3) the digitisation and encoding of these

The project’s workflow can be described as encom-

objects in TPOP, with metadata about their current

passing five logical steps: (1) data collection and

location (including catalogue numbers), physical

acquisition, (2) data documentation, (3) data con-

features (including measurements and description

nection, (4) data contextualisation, (5) data publica-

of the material aspects), the features of the scripts

tion (Fig. 2, blue). For the sake of clarity, the central

(layout, state of conservation, type of script, key-

steps are mapped onto three conceptual elements of

words, date, etc.), and drawings (type, colour, grid,

34

the Thot Data Model,

namely the Object, the Docu-

etc.) found on their surface, as well as a full descrip-

5

tion of the text content (keywords, hieroglyphic

vides the required technical environment. Besides

transcription, transliteration, translations, etc.).

pursuing their own individual research interests
within the project, all Egyptologists on the project

2.4.2. WP2: Virtual light table
and learning algorithms

collaborate on this central work package. Nowadays,
it is estimated that approximately 25% of the Turin

The aim of WP2 is to use state-of-the-art technology

hieratic papyri are heterogeneous. Key elements for

and machine learning research in order to develop

their reconstruction are “mixed fragments”, i.e., in-

new IT solutions for assisting and transforming tra-

dividual pieces of papyrus displaying different texts

ditional Egyptological tasks. On the one hand, it tar-

and hands (or both texts and drawings) that might

gets the implementation of a digital light table that

point to different scribes, textual genres, and uses

will allow scholars to piece together remotely digital

(see below, §3.2.2). Fig. 3 is such a fragment. On the

images of fragments of papyri, just as if they were

recto are five lines of a punctuated text – belong-

working on the originals (see §3.2.3.). On the oth-

ing to the “miscellanies” genre –, while the verso

er hand, it aims to develop learning algorithms that

preserves bits of two lines of an unidentified text.

will classify fragments and suggest possible matches

Note that the signs on the verso (and the interlinear

between them based on an analysis of the images

space) are more than twice as big as the ones on the

36

and related metadata. WP2 is managed by Stephan

recto, and that the ductus is markedly different. As

Unter (Basel) within the framework of his PhD dis-

such, CP122/020 qualifies as a mixed fragment and

sertation in computer sciences.

two distinct witnesses can be posited for the recto

The TPOP is fully functional for recording informa-

and the verso.

tion about papyri, but to exploit its full potential it

Such fragments are the pieces of a puzzle, the final

needs to be extended with a virtual light table (VLT),

aim being to connect and/or join clusters of appar-

a tool allowing the collaborative digital reconstruc-

ently disconnected fragments. A direct result of this

tion of documents. The data model and technical re-

WP will be the online publication of reconstructed

quirements for this extension have been defined, but

documents.

it still needs to be implemented and designed in an
papyri will be further facilitated by the development

2.4.4. WP4: Contextualising complex
scribal practices

of dedicated algorithms using (a) objective features

Switching from the reconstruction of documents to

inferred from the digital images (such as the pattern

their detailed analysis, WP4 focuses on two com-

of the fibres of the papyrus, its colour, automatic de-

plementary dimensions: the individual level of the

tection of text layout, features of handwritings, etc.),

scribes (studying the different hands on heterogene-

and (b) manually entered metadata to be extracted

ous manuscripts and the related prosopographical

from the TPOP. To put it simply, the platform will

information) and the diachronic use of these papyri

present the researchers with papyrus fragments

(situating these sources within the broader context

sharing similar features and facilitate comparisons

of archive keeping in Deir el-Medina).

between hundreds of pieces. The combination of

The starting point for our study of the first dimen-

the virtual light table with the learning algorithms

sion, that of individual scribes, will be letters. This

should result in a highly innovative and unparalleled

text type will be studied by Kathrin Gabler (Basel)

ergonomic fashion. The digital reconstruction of the

37

which

in the framework of her post-doctoral project. Let-

will be made available as open source by the end of

ters from the Ramesside period contain a wealth of

the project.

prosopographical information about their senders

tool for studying fragmentary collections,

and recipients and, because they are used in a va-

2.4.3. WP3: Digital reconstruction
of heterogeneous papyri

riety of contexts – from informal letters about daily
businesses to models or copies of letters addressed

Digital reconstruction of heterogeneous documents

to the authorities or the king – a great variety of

in WP3 is the Egyptological side of WP2, which pro-

hands can be distinguished. This allows us to for-

6

Fig. 3: An example of a “heterogeneous fragment”: CP122/020 recto and verso. Scans by Museo Egizio.

mulate hypotheses about the paleographic reper-

texts relative to work administration also appear on

toire of scribes and to attribute hands to individual

heterogeneous papyri, or is this practice limited to

scribes. As a second step, other text categories will

other text types, of a more private character?41 Are

be investigated: since we know that the same scribes

we dealing with official “archives” of the necropolis

produced other types of administrative and judicial

administration or with private libraries,42 and does

texts and composed (or copied) literary, magical and

this distinction make any sense at all in the context

religious works, a major challenge will be to identify

of Deir el-Medina?43 Can we reconstruct coherent

regularities in terms of ductus, layout and variations

ensembles and historical scenarios elucidating the

in sign-shapes that can be interpreted as “markers”

transmission of these papyri over decades in the

for certain scribes, and to track these regularities

Theban necropolis? Should we postulate the coex-

38

across texts and documents.

istence of several ancient archives in Turin, or is a

The second dimension to be studied will be the in-

single provenance more likely? These questions

ternal diachrony of the heterogeneous papyri, trying

will be at the center of Renaud Pietri’s three-year

to unveil use patterns accounting for the layout and

post-doctoral position at the University of Liège.

textual organisation of these documents. Preliminary studies39 suggest that, even when papyri are

2.4.5. WP5: Dissemination

used over a long period of time, thematic and so-

The results of the project will be disseminated in

cial factors may explain the (seemingly random, or

traditional publication types such as books and pa-

at least complex) distribution of texts and drawings.

pers.44 Additionally, hundreds of fragments of papy-

An expected outcome of this study is to be able to

rus will be encoded within the TPOP and published

situate the heterogeneous papyri of Turin within the

online as linked open data (with pictures, complete

broader context of scribal practices at Deir el-Medi-

description, as well as a hieroglyphic transcription

na, envisioning the recording of information on

and a transliteration). The online material is con-

40

papyrus as a deeply embedded social process.

nected to resources such as the Thesauri and On-

Do

7

tology for Documenting Ancient Egyptian Resources

tions (Nathalie Sojic and Renaud Pietri), and three

(http://thot.philo.ulg.ac.be), the Deir el-Medina Da-

student assistants (Marie Dransard, Daphné Nuyts,

tabase (https://dmd.wepwawet.nl), and the hiero-

and Philipp Seyer). In addition to the project mem-

glyphic corpus Ramses Online (http://ramses.ulg.

bers, several collaborators of the Museo Egizio are

ac.be). The Data and Service Center for the Humanities

working on papyrological material related to the

(DaSCH; http://dasch.swiss), in collaboration with

project: Micòl Di Teodoro (post-doctoral research-

the Egyptologists at the University of Basel, will en-

er), Andrea Fanciulli (PhD candidate), and Martina

sure the long-term preservation and maintenance of

Landrino (PhD candidate). Finally, Serge Rosmor-

these research data.

duc (Paris) collaborates with the project for the IT

Our website (http://crossing-boundaries.uliege.be)

aspects involving hieroglyphic transcriptions and

will advertise the results and link the technical (learn-

transliteration. A description of the individual cur-

ing algorithm), papyrological (virtual light table),

ricula and projects can be found in the dedicated

and Egyptological components of the project. The IT

section of the project website (http://web.philo.ulg.

solutions developed for the “Crossing Boundaries”

ac.be/x-bound/members/) and the website of the

project will be made available online as open source

Turin Papyrus Collection (https://collezionepapiri.

solutions. We anticipate that other institutions with

museoegizio.it/en-GB/section/Papyrus-Collection/

fragmentary collections of written sources would

Our-projects/Research-projects/).

benefit from a virtual light table and efficient algorithms facilitating the digital reconstruction of an-

3.2. Ongoing work

cient documents.

During the first year of the project, the team members have focused on three central tasks: the restora-

3. Progress report – 2019

tion, digitisation, and recording of fragments of pa-

The project “Crossing Boundaries” officially began

pyrus in TPOP (§3.2.1.), the hieroglyphic transcrip-

on 1 March 2019. In this section, we introduce the

tion and identification of contents of the said papyri

team and general organisation of the project (§3.1.),

(§3.2.2.), and the design and initial implementation

present ongoing work and research questions that

of a virtual light table (§3.2.3.).

have been tackled during the first year of the project

3.2.1. Fragments: restoration
and recording

(§3.2.), and summarise dissemination activities carried out in 2019 (§3.3.).

The fragments are currently stored in cardboard

3.1. Team and internal meetings

folders that are numbered consecutively as CP1,

The recruitment procedure was conducted over

CP2, etc. (CP = “Cartelline Papiri”). While process-

the course of 2019. The main team consists of sev-

ing the material, CP numbers are used as inven-

en scholars working under the supervision of three

tory numbers for the fragments that they contain:

principal investigators: Christian Greco (Turin), An-

the undocumented fragments do not receive new

tonio Loprieno (Basel), and Stéphane Polis (Liège).

inventory numbers, but sub-numbers based on the

At the Museo Egizio, Susanne Töpfer organises the

CP-numbers, e.g., CP058/001 or CP058/012. This

documentation, digitisation and encoding of the pa-

allows the curatorial staff to keep track of the fold-

pyri in TPOP, which is carried out once the fragments

er they originally come from. Before removing the

have been consolidated and restored by an external

fragments from a folder, the original situation is

restorer financed by the project. The Basel team

photographically documented.

consists of two post-doctoral researchers (Kathrin

The vast majority of papyrus fragments need to be

Gabler and Matthias Müller), two PhD candidates

cleaned, unfolded, straightened, and anchored with

(Egyptologist Elena Hertel and Egyptologist/ com-

correctly aligned fibres in order to improve (or sim-

puter scientist Stephan Unter), and two student

ply allow) legibility, and to produce pictures of high

assistants (Evelyne Marty and Klaudija Stanic). In

quality that can be worked on in TPOP. The papyrus

Liège, the team consists of two post-doctoral posi-

fragments are being carefully conserved and consol-

8

3.2.2. Identification of contents
and hieroglyphic transcriptions
Thanks to the online availability of fragments from
the CP folders, the identification of the content and
the hieroglyphic transcription of the hieratic texts
began in April 2019. For pragmatic reasons, we di-

Fig. 4: Join between CP168/013 (right) and CP168/015 (left).
Scans by Museo Egizio.

vided the material according to the nature of the
texts: Kathrin Gabler and Matthias Müller (Basel) are
dealing with the administrative texts, Renaud Pietri,

idated by Livio Nappo in accordance with the pre-

Stéphane Polis, and Nathalie Sojic (Liège) with the

ventive strategies outlined in the Advanced Papyro-

literary, magical and religious texts. After entries for

logical Information System Guidelines for Conservation

individual fragments have been created in the TPOP,
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of Papyrus.

Their ancient appearance is conserved,

data about the witnesses (keywords, transcription,

using reversible methods. The front and back (recto

date, philological comments, etc.) and their materi-

and verso) of each papyrus fragment are scanned at

ality (handwriting, ink, etc.) are added. So far, more

a 1:1 scale along with a colour separation guide. The

than a thousand fragments have been thus processed.

pictures meet the standards required for subsequent

This preliminary work has revealed joins between

processing in the TPOP (400 dpi, TIFF) and for the

individual fragments (e.g., Fig. 4), but also looser

VLT (1200 dpi, TIFF). Following their consolidation,

connections between smaller fragments and larger

the fragments are mounted between 2 mm-thick

fragmentary papyri (e.g., Fig. 5).

glass plates labelled with the CP sub-number.

The fragments shown in Fig. 5 belong to a document

To date, approximately 304 entries of larger Rames-

recording fish deliveries. P. Turin Cat. 1933 (far right)

side manuscripts with inventory numbers have been

and Provv. 6259 (to its left) are preserved for the com-

recorded in the TPOP, along with more than 1200

plete height of the papyrus. However, the distribution

out of 1500 restored CP fragments. The number of

of the text and the pattern of the fibres indicate that

consolidated, restored and documented fragments is

they stem from different columns. The CP fragments

constantly growing. They will be visible at first only

from two different folders (left part of the image) are

to project members and collaborators, but will be

the remains of at least two additional columns, as

openly accessible online in TPOP from 2023 onward.

shown by the distribution of texts on the other side

Fig. 5: A record of fish deliveries. P. Turin Cat. 1933 + Provv. 6259 + CP041, and CP057 (verso). Scans by Museo Egizio.

9

Fig. 6: Screenshot/concept drawing of the Virtual Light Table: (1) light table with fragments; (2) section to filter fragments;
(3) list of fragments; (4) tray area showing loaded elements. Scans by Museo Egizio.

of the papyrus as well as the sequence of dates. Based

ing reconstructions or browse, filter, and select frag-

on the fact that P. Turin Cat. 1933 shows traces of

ments from the TPOP database (or other uploaded

line endings at its right edge, we may reconstruct at

data sources), and add them to the canvas (making

least five columns of text. Furthermore, on the basis

sure that the loaded images are at the same scale).

of the names of the fishermen and the change from

The user can then move, rotate, and flip the objects

a regnal year 1 to a year 2 in the first month of Akhet

to reconstruct larger documents. Finally, the results

(on P. Turin Cat. 1933), we can assign this document

can be saved and distributed to other scholars, or

to the reign of Ramesses IX. This example illustrates

exported for publication. The intermediate status of

nicely the potentialities of the Turin collection in

the user interface can be seen in Fig. 6.

terms of reconstruction of larger documents.

Automatic classification and matching of fragments,

Besides working on fragments, the post-doctoral

relying on modern machine-learning techniques (cf.

scholars are also encoding data about larger papy-

WP2 in §2.4.2.), will eventually be implemented in the

ri, partly drawing on existing resources such the

VLT framework. In this particular field of computer

Ramses Online corpus (http://ramses.ulg.ac.be/) and

science, algorithms often try to learn from annotated

Kathrin Gabler’s personal database, in order to add

structured data in order to infer classification rules

to the corpus of texts that could be used to train the

and patterns. Subsequently, they make predictions

learning algorithms (§3.2.3.).

about new, yet unseen data based on the rules they
have learned before. The classification and recon-

3.2.3. The virtual light table
and the learning algorithms

struction of papyri is a complex and challenging task
in multiple ways: the material is very fragmented;

Over the past months, some first steps towards the

the papyrus has a texture of its own, which interferes

implementation of the virtual light table (VLT) were

with its decoration and writing; the handwriting is

made. The VLT is being designed around a server-cli-

often challenging to read; the script includes a high

ent architecture, using the open-source framework

number of individual signs; etc. One of the most chal-

46

Electron.

It provides all the packages needed to

lenging issues is possibly the relative smallness of the

run the application in different operating systems,

set of training data, since machine learning processes

such as Windows or Linux. The user can load exist-

usually process thousands of training images.

10

Fig. 7: Segmentation steps, from left to right: (1) uploaded RGB image; (2) binary mask (white for papyrus, black for background); (3) localisation and creation of minimal bounding box; (4) segmented result where all the background pixels are
transparent. Scan by Museo Egizio.

The very first step in the process is the segmentation

tools, etc.). During 2019, we presented “Crossing

of papyrus images, i.e., separating the fragments

Boundaries” at several international venues and the

from the background and other objects within the

first results were discussed in three workshops (de-

image. In image segmentation – a special case of

tails available on the web page).

object detection – a classifier calculates object-class
probabilities not just for whole images, but for each

4. Impact

pixel within an image. These probabilities indicate to

The project “Crossing Boundaries” is expected to

which class a pixel belongs – e.g., papyrus or back-

have an impact on three main levels. First, from a

ground. The result is a binary mask (white: papy-

cultural heritage point of view, it will lead to the res-

rus; black: background) which can be used to create

toration and reconstruction of a sizable quantity of

an accurate cutout of the papyrus fragment. Fig. 7

ancient Egyptian papyri from fragments held in the

shows the original image, the binary mask, and the

Turin collection. These papyri will be available on-

cutout, obtained using an artificial neural network

line for study by the end of the project, a significant

with a Unet architecture originally developed to seg-

step towards open access to ancient Egyptian data.
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ment cells in biomedical images. These results will

Second, from the point of view of digital humanities,

be further improved and serve as a basis for the next

a dedicated interface coupled with learning algo-

steps in analysing and classifying fragments.

rithms (the VLT) will be developed to piece together
hundreds of fragments of papyri. This solution could

3.3. Dissemination

be applied to many other similar collections and will

In order to ensure the visibility of the project, we set

be distributed under an open-source license. Finally,

up a web page for the project (http://crossing-bound-

from an Egyptological perspective, significant new

48

In addition to basic information

insights into Egyptian scribal culture will be gained

on the project (team, background, research ques-

through the project, showing how writing in ancient

tions, sub-projects), this website summarises past,

Egypt was a deeply social and contextualised prac-

aries.uliege.be).
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(presentations of

tice where mixed categories of knowledge (admin-

the project, lectures, publications, and meetings),

istrative, legal, historical, religious, or literary) could

and the “News” page provides information about

be instantiated in a single document and mastered

current developments (e.g., job opportunities, new

by individual scribes.

current and planned activities
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